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WELCOME

Welcome to our newsletter, bringing you news about latest developments at the firm and about issues that may affect your 

business or personal finances.

We are always interested in receiving feedback on any aspect of our work, so if you have any comments on our newsletter – 

or have an idea for a topic that you would like to see featured in the future – please let us know.

We also welcome enquiries about any issues covered in the newsletter, so for more information, please contact us.

APNs: DON’T BURY YOUR HEAD IN THE SAND

New figures reveal HMRC has collected 

more than £1 billion through their use 

since being granted new powers in 

2014/15.

Under the rules, HMRC is able to make 

people pay disputed tax in advance, 

rather than waiting for the outcome of  

a tribunal ruling.

Once an APN is received, taxpayers 

have 90 days to pay the outstanding 

amount, whether they feel it is due  

or not. Only if the taxpayer wins  

the case will money be reimbursed 

(with interest).

It creates a situation, therefore, in 

which APNs can have serious effects 

on the liquidity and reputation of 

businesses. The fact HMRC has 

already collected such a huge amount 

shows they are serious when it comes 

to potential tax avoidance.

While many of those targeted by the 

powers may have deliberately avoided 

paying tax, there will be individuals  

and business who have been unfairly 

targeted and this is evident in the 

number of refunds already issued. 

The answer for those facing  

these challenges is to seek 

professional advice sooner rather  

than later.

If you have received an accelerated 

payment notice or would like an 

advice on any other tax issues,  

please contact us.

Businesses receiving accelerated payment notices (APNs) should not take the matter lightly.



SMAILES GOLDIE GROUP SAYS SMEs 

FINALLY GIVEN A BREAK BY CHANCELLOR

To the surprise of many, businesses 

have largely escaped Budget cuts and 

have instead reaped the rewards in 

the form of reduced business rates, 

a drop in Corporation Tax, new rates 

for commercial stamp duty aimed 

at helping smaller businesses and 

a simplified tax system for the self-

employed, which sees Class 2 national 

insurance abolished.

From April 2017, small businesses that 

occupy property with a rateable value 

of £12,000 or less will pay no business 

rates and there will be a tapered rate 

of relief on properties worth up to 

£15,000. The move, which is good 

news for independent retailers and 

single site units, means that 600,000 

businesses will pay no rates.

From this April, Capital Gains Tax rates 

will be cut from 28 per cent to 20 per 

cent for gains which fall in the higher 

rate band and the basic rate from 

18 per cent to 10 per cent, although 

residential property will still be taxed at 

current rates. Whilst Capital Gains Tax 

on residential property does not apply 

to the main home, additional properties 

will be penalised and will hit buy-to-let 

landlords.

The main rate of Corporation Tax will 

be reduced to 17 per cent, benefitting 

over one million businesses although 

this will not take effect until 2020. The 

move aims to help businesses with 

cash flow.

Currently, the self-employed have to 

pay Class 2 NICs at £2.80 per week if 

they make a profit of £5,965 or over per 

year but from 2018, national insurance 

contributions will be simplified and 

Class 2 contributions will be abolished, 

with Class 4 NICs reformed so the self-

employed can continue to build their 

pension benefit entitlement.

Personal Income Tax allowances are 

set to increase again. Currently up 

to £10,600 can be earned each year 

tax-free and this figure is already set 

to rise to £11,000 in 2016. The latest 

announcement sees a further increase 

to £11,500 in April 2017.

On the down side, personal and 

business insurance costs are set to 

rise with an additional half a per cent 

added which will now see Insurance 

Premium Tax rise to 10 per cent.  

The Chancellor has also used the 

Budget to introduce a Sugar Tax,  

with soft drinks companies having to 

pay a levy on drinks with added sugar 

from April 2018.

According to the Office for Budget 

Responsibility, the UK economy  

will expand by 2 per cent this year, 

2.2 per cent in 2017 and then  

2.1 per cent in 2018, 2019 and 2020.

Although the Chancellor has claimed 

that this growth will be faster than any 

of the major development economies 

he has, nevertheless, has to revise 

his original predictions downwards. 

Mr Osborne, who has signalled his 

intention to support the ‘stay’ vote in 

the forthcoming Brexit referendum, has 

words of warning for the ‘leave’ camp 

stating that the UK economy growth 

figures are based on the UK remaining 

in the European Union.

Steve Bramall, Partner at Smailes 

Goldie, said: “This Budget has taken 

many pundits by surprise. The big 

prediction that fuel duty would rise, 

which would have hit businesses and 

motorists hard, failed to materialise.

“Instead we have a Spring Statement 

which is largely positive news for 

SMEs. Unless you are a buy-to-

let landlord or a sugary drinks 

manufacturer, there is very little 

negative news.”

However, Steve also issued a word 

of caution saying: “There are certain 

elements of the current Budget which 

may not be particularly beneficial to 

small business-owners. The Chancellor 

has hinted that salary sacrifice 

schemes may be limited in the future 

and he has also signalled an end to off 

payroll engagement in the public sector 

from April 2017. Both measures could 

hit business owners who use such 

schemes to avoid paying tax.

“It should also be noted that the 

Chancellor has given away a 

substantial amount in this Budget and, 

without the usual large-scale hikes in 

duty and other taxes to cover these 

giveaways, one has to question how 

the books will be balanced long-term. 

Without wishing to appear cynical, he 

may decide to claw back revenue in his 

autumn statement.”

Steve added: “It is fantastic news that 

Hull is to receive a further £13 million 

towards the refurbishment of the New 

Theatre and wider legacy projects 

relating to the City of Culture festivities 

in 2017.”

The contributions that small and medium-sized businesses make to the country’s economy have 

been rewarded, by a Spring Budget that contains more good news than bad for UK industry.



BREXIT THREATENS BRITAIN’S EU-

DEPENDANT SMEs

This could mean they may be 

disproportionately disadvantaged  

if the UK votes to leave the EU in  

an upcoming referendum. 

According to the study by insurance 

group RSA, 82 per cent of SMEs see 

European markets as important to  

their future growth with more than  

half (52 per cent) deeming those 

markets very important. 

A quarter of SMEs described 

themselves as a European business,  

but 56 per cent complain that 

uncertainty around Britain’s EU exit 

(Brexit) is already holding back their 

growth and 55 per cent say the 

Government is not supportive in dealing 

with Brexit. A total of 66 per cent called 

for greater clarity on the UK’s future role 

in Europe.

The survey found that 74 per cent 

of SMEs believe the perception that 

small businesses are local by default is 

outdated and damaging, with the same 

proportion saying that international 

growth is important to their business. 

However, despite this, 72 per cent 

struggle to export beyond EU borders.

David Swigciski, RSA SME director, 

said: “The UK’s SMEs are stuck in the 

gravitational pull of the EU. Current 

Government export support isn’t 

working for our smaller businesses, 

who are struggling to trade beyond 

Europe. We need a 21st century 

framework for the 21st century SME.”

The RSA survey coincided with 

another that showed companies are 

less confident about their prospects 

than at any time in the past three 

years, amid fears about the global 

economy and uncertainty about 

Britain’s place in Europe.

The findings warn that the UK is 

now suffering from problems in the 

global economy, particularly China’s 

slowdown and signs of weakness in 

America. The turmoil in the Middle East 

is also hitting confidence. 

The second survey also found  

that the impending EU referendum  

is fuelling uncertainty for UK 

businesses looking at their long- 

term prospects.

Meanwhile, a major donor to the 

campaign to leave the EU has been 

embarrassed by an admission that a 

vote to leave could harm his business.

CMC Markets, set up by Eurosceptic 

Peter Cruddas, who has donated 

£1m to Vote Leave, said in its IPO 

prospectus that Brexit would hit profits 

and lead to regulatory challenges.

If you are worried about how an EU 

exit would affect your firm, please 

contact us.

Nearly three quarters of UK SMEs struggle to export beyond the European Union, new research 

has found.



WELL DONE TO LOCAL BADMINTON HERO

Described as the ‘key cog’ in the 

Avenue Badminton Club and Hull 

Badminton centre for three decades, 

qualified coach David organises the 

junior and senior clubs, tournaments, 

courts and sources equipment, as 

well as serving as the club’s secretary, 

treasurer and fundraiser.

His hours of dedication ensured 

that the Hull Badminton centre was 

rebuilt and now boasts one of the 

best facilities in the north of England; 

achieving Premier Club standing with 

Badminton England.

Partner Nicki Shipley, who presented 

the award to David, said: “We have 

always been passionate about 

supporting individuals who set out to 

make an impact and get things done, 

and that is why we sponsored the 

Volunteer of the Year category.

“It champions the adults that dedicate 

their free time to grass root sports and 

offer something special to a local club 

or organisation. David Wobey does 

such tremendous work and it was an 

honour to be able to present him with 

this much deserved award.”

Smailes Goldie is delighted to announce that the Volunteer of the Year category that we 

sponsored at the recent Hull Daily Mail Sporting Champions Awards was won by David Wobey.

SMAILES GOLDIE CAN HELP WHEN IT 

COMES TO EXITING YOUR BUSINESS

We believe that it is important for 

businesses to think about their structure 

because recent surveys have found 

that 93,600 small and medium-sized 

enterprises (SMEs) will close their doors 

for the final time each year in the UK. 

Furthermore, UK demographics suggest 

that a significant proportion of UK 

businesses are owned and managed by 

the so-called ‘baby boomer’ generation 

who are now in their 60s. Figures 

suggest that a great many SME owners 

are failing to adequately plan their 

business succession.

Ideally, succession planning should start 

well in advance of the retirement or exit 

date. The importance of doing so is to 

ensure that you are able to negotiate 

the best exit at a time that suits you 

rather than being at the whim of the 

prevailing market prices when retirement 

is necessary, rather than desired.

In helping with exiting from a business 

Smailes Goldie can help with:

� Restructuring a group ahead  

of disposal

� Valuation of the business

� Management buy-out

� Identifying possible purchasers

By doing what we do best, you will 

be free to focus on what you do best. 

Smailes Goldie is one of only a few firms 

to offer a dedicated corporate finance 

team in the Humber region and for more 

than 100 years we have been supporting 

local businesses. You can be sure that 

you will be served by a local team with 

excellent sector knowledge.

Furthermore, we have tax and 

accounting expertise within the firm to 

help with the financial and compliance 

aspects of corporate finance deals.  

We are focused on building long-term 

client relationships and care about the 

quality of our deals. Our team comprises 

Graham Pullen, Mike Stocks, Oliver 

Wilkes and Ian Stocks and it is led by 

Jeremy Allison along with Managing 

Partner Ian Lamb.

If you would like to find out how 

Smailes Goldie can assist you with 

your corporate finance issues, please 

contact a member of the team by 

visiting: www.smailesgoldie.co.uk/

services/corporate_finance

Smailes Goldie understands that at some point in the lifetime of all businesses, there comes 

a time where change is necessary. Whether that change is the structure of the business, a 

disposal or planning your exit, it is important to have the right team behind you.



FAMILIES TO FACE “BURDEN” OF NEW 

PENSION RULES

Some 58,000 employers have placed 

5.4 million people into workplace 

pensions as a result of automatic 

enrolment, which was introduced in 

2012 to head off fears of a looming  

old age savings crisis.

But the Public Accounts select 

committee said that nearly two million 

small businesses and individuals  

could face costs of up to £2,000  

under the scheme, which it warned 

would represent a “real test” as  

they have “fewer resources”. 

Under the rules, even those who employ 

just one member of staff will, within 

three years, have to start paying into a 

workplace pension for the employee.

The report said: “We are concerned 

about the potential burden on small 

employers. Smaller employers 

have fewer resources to administer 

automatic enrolment and simplifying 

the process will be critical to the 

success of the programme.”

Committee chairwoman Meg Hillier 

said: “Auto-enrolment is entering a 

critical stage which will affect 1.8 

million additional employers and  

their staff. It is vital people can 

understand, implement and have  

faith in the system.

“They are worried about it. We urge 

HMRC to step in and automate it 

as much as possible. If you are a 

business with one or two employees 

they might not think this applies to 

them. It does. 

“This is not just small businesses  

in the traditional sense. This will  

affect lots of private individuals  

who employ carers, nannies and  

even gardeners.” 

The concerns were raised at the same 

time HSBC released a report showing 

that almost nine out of 10 (87 per cent) 

people aged 45 and over said they 

dream of retiring in the next five years.

But 43 per cent said they were unable 

to, with 71 per cent saying they 

haven’t saved enough; 17 per cent 

have dependants who rely on their 

income and 13 per cent have too 

much debt to consider it.

The survey, which spoke to more  

than 18,000 across 17 countries,  

also found that people in the UK 

were more likely than their 

counterparts globally to say that  

their personal circumstances were  

a barrier to their retirement plans.

A Department for Work and Pensions 

(DWP) spokesman said: “We know 

that many people are not saving 

enough to maintain the standard of 

living they expect into retirement. 

That’s precisely why we introduced 

wide-ranging reforms to make  

pension saving easier, clearer and 

more sustainable.”

If you are a small firm, or individual, who 

will be required to pay into a pension for 

an employee, we can help.

Concerns have been raised by MPs about how families who employ nannies, carers, gardeners 

and other staff will cope with the significant “burden” of automatically enrolling these 

employees into pension schemes.



APPRENTICESHIP LEVY MAY AFFECT 

MORE THAN 1,000 CHARITIES

The plans to introduce an 

apprenticeship levy were announced 

in the 2015 Autumn Statement and  

will see employers with a wage bill  

of more than £3 million having to pay 

the levy of 0.5% through Pay As You 

Earn (PAYE) From April 2017.

The government will use the money 

raised to fund apprenticeships, 

including those offered by charities.  

It is estimated that the levy will raise  

£3 billion by 2019/20. 

Sir Stuart Etherington, Chief Executive 

of NCVO, said: “Young people have 

been hard hit in recent years and I 

believe it’s important that the charity 

sector plays its part in creating 

opportunities, but it’s also important 

that there is meaningful consultation 

on the details. We’ll be talking to  

the new Institute for Apprenticeships 

to make sure these schemes work  

well for apprentices and employers  

in the sector.”

John Hemming, chair of Charity  

Tax Group, said: “While most  

charity employers will not be caught  

by the new apprenticeships levy,  

some larger charities will be and  

the additional costs will place an 

additional strain on already  

stretched budgets.”

Smailes Goldie has a group of 

accountants providing specific 

services for charities and not-for- 

profit organisations. Having built up a 

large portfolio of clients in this area, we 

can provide you with expert advice. If you 

are a trustee or an executive of a charity, 

call us on 01482 326916 to arrange 

a free, initial consultation or email: 

marksharpley@smailesgoldie.co.uk.

Early estimates from the National Council for Voluntary Organisations (NCVO) have found 

that around 1,200 UK charities are expected to be affected by the new apprenticeship levy, 

collectively costing the sector almost £70 million.

HYMERS COLLEGE MATHS SKILLS AWARD 

PRESENTED TO PUPIL BY SMAILES GOLDIE DUO

The firm sponsored the Smailes 

Goldie Prize for Best Application of 

Mathematics 2015, which was awarded 

to Parth Kotwal at a special ceremony 

held at Hull City Hall. 

Parth was chosen as the winner 

by the institution and their Head of 

Mathematics has confirmed that Parth 

is an able mathematician not only in 

lessons and exams, but also in the 

various maths-based challenges that 

students participate in throughout 

the school year. The bright student 

achieved ten A* or A grades in his 

GCSEs last summer and is starting 

his A-level studies in Further Maths, 

Physics, and Chemistry.

Mark Sharpley commented: “Parth 

is a very able student and so it is our 

pleasure to see him win the Smailes 

Goldie Prize for Best Application of 

Mathematics. At Smailes Goldie, we 

have always rewarded hard work 

and determination and we strive to 

encourage the talent of tomorrow to 

achieve their potential.”

Mark Sharpley and Peter Dearing recently attended Hymers College’s Speech Day for the 

presentation of an award to one lucky student.



DIVIDEND TAX – WHAT THE CHANGES 

MEAN FOR SMEs…

As a result of this, more SME owners 

will need to rethink the way they pay 

themselves and provide financial 

rewards to their staff. 

Higher rate taxpayers, in particular, are 

affected as the amount of tax they now 

have to pay for any dividend amount 

over the £5,000 threshold has gone up 

to 32.5p for every pound.

Dividends remain a sound option for 

some, but not higher rate and additional 

rate taxpayers.

Current competition in the job market, 

meanwhile, has seen more employers 

increasing their efforts to incentivise 

staff without increasing basic pay rates. 

The use of employer-backed sharesave 

(SAYE) schemes and share incentive 

plans (SiP) has risen because of this. 

The changes in dividend tax may have 

an impact on such employees when 

exiting schemes involving dividends.

At Smailes Goldie we can advise clients 

on all aspects of dividend tax. If you 

would like more information about our 

range of personal and business tax 

services, please contact us.

New rules which came into force on April 6 mean that any individual receiving a dividend income 

can only benefit from a tax-free allowance on the first £5,000 they receive, while any amount over 

that threshold will be subject to tax of at least 7.5 per cent, regardless of their other earnings.

www.smailesgoldie.co.uk

Barton office:

2 Market Lane

Barton-upon-Humber

North Lincolnshire

DN18 5DE

T: 01652 632927

F: 01652 636225

Hull office:

Regent’s Court

Princess Street

Hull

HU2 8BA

T: 01482 326916

F: 01482 215009

DISCLAIMER: The matters discussed in this newsletter are by necessity brief and comprise summations and introductions to the 

subject referred to. The content of this bulletin should not be considered by any reader to comprise full proper legal advice and 

should not be relied upon. Smailes Goldie and Smailes Goldie Turner are registered to carry on audit work in the UK and Ireland and 

regulated for a range of investment business activities by The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales.


